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Abstract—This paper demonstrates that analyzing language
patterns in light of their associated facial expressions elicits
significant differences between deceptive and truthful commu-
nication. Facial Action Units (AU) were analyzed in video
recordings (1.2M frames) of 151 dyadic conversations following
an interrogation protocol, in which one of the participants is
known to be either lying or telling the truth. Linguistic features
were extracted from the transcripts using Linguistic Inquiry
and Word Count (LIWC) dictionary. Our framework extracted
facial-feature contexts automatically corresponding to high and
low intensities of AU occurrences. This helped us dive deeper
into answers corresponding to the video segments where the
witnesses kept their eyes wide open (high intensity of AU05–
upper lid raise). We found that in these segments, deceivers used
significantly fewer ‘Seeing’, ‘Perceptual’ and ‘Cognitive’ words
and their answers were significantly shorter than truth-tellers.

Index Terms—deception, multimodal, Action Unit, cognitive

I. INTRODUCTION

From security screening checkpoints to ticket counters,
online meetings to one-on-one conversations—the ability to
detect deception automatically has its applications wherever
security is important. Airport or border security officials need
to be constantly vigilant to ferret out security threats, and
audio-visual surveillance technologies add value to their ability
to monitor hundreds of thousands of people every day. People
all over the world use online video communication tools
for business or personal interactions—security can be vital
in such interpersonal dealings as well, among many other
applications of automatic detection of deception. Over the
years, researchers have studied non-verbal and verbal cues to
detect deception [1]–[7]. However, the cues themselves are
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not absolute markers and can depend on their contexts [8],
[9], making context-agnostic detection models prone to error.

Ekman developed the concept of micro-expression, which
can reveal true emotions [10]. Researchers used these micro-
expressions to unmask the true emotions of deceivers [1],
[11]. The Facial Action Coding System (FACS) was developed
by Ekman in an attempt to identify the movements of a set
of visually discernible facial muscles [12]. These objective
measurements, called Action Units (AU), are related to various
emotions [13]–[15] and mental states [16]–[18], and give a
systematic way to study micro-expressions. Researchers have
also explored other non-verbal cues such as head move-
ments [4], metaphoric and rhythmic hand gestures [2], pupil
dilation [3] and eye blinking rates [19] to detect deception.
Deception is also shown to affect the liar’s respiration rate [20]
and systolic blood pressure [21], thus giving away useful cues.

As for verbal cues, linguistic patterns have been studied
widely, among other markers for detecting deception. Bluffers
appear to use fewer first person and more third person sin-
gular pronouns than truthful people [5]. They tend to use
words associated with negative emotions, and avoid exclusion
words [6]. They have also been found to struggle delivering
spatial information in their lies [7]. Linguistic Inquiry and
Word Count (LIWC) provides a way to identify psychological
meanings associated with words [22]. Researchers have widely
adopted LIWC for analyzing human communication behavior
towards understanding personality styles [23], social media
behavior [24] and deception [5], [25], [26].

Thus, various verbal and non-verbal cues have been reported
in literature to correspond to a person’s complex thinking
process during deception. However, these cues are not free
from noise and can depend strongly on the associated contexts,
irrespective of how truthful someone is actually being. For
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example, Hoque et al. [8] showed that a smile does not always
represent delight or happiness, and can in fact be a reflection
of frustration. Without taking into account the context in which
the cues are observed, the noisy effects can thus corrupt the
psychological reasonings behind deception markers, leading to
confounding results. This motivates conducting context-aware
analyses of the multimodal cues. In their experiment, Vrij
et al. [27] explored deception in the context of maintaining
eye contact. They showed that the instruction to maintain eye
contact increased the ability to distinguish between truths and
lies from chance level (control condition) to above chance
level (eye contact condition). They also found that liars provide
less auditory and spatial details in their responses. Despite the
promise of context-based analysis, it has remained a challenge
for computers to automatically establish meaningful contexts
that can be used to analyze relevant cues.

In this paper, we propose a method for retrieving con-
textual understanding of deception from facial expressions,
and analyzing linguistic cues based on the extracted facial
contexts. The key intuition here is, a high intensity of a
particular facial signal might set the context of underlying
mental processes, and linguistic patterns during that time
segment might contain amplified information that distinguishes
truth-tellers from bluffers. We analyze video data from a
dyadic interrogation protocol where the ground truth is known.
Our framework goes beyond merely combining facial Action
Units and LIWC features. Instead, the framework first uses
Action Units to automatically partition the videos into a
number of separate segments based on “high” or “low” Action
Unit intensities. Then, within the video segments, linguistic
behavior is analyzed with LIWC features. Our results show
that in the segments of highly intense display of AU05 (upper
lid raised/eyes wide open), fewer words from the ‘Seeing’,
‘Perceptual’ and ‘Cognitive’ LIWC categories are used by
the deceivers. In addition, deceivers tend to provide shorter
answers in those regions, compared to truth-tellers. This multi-
step procedure, utilizing the facial Action Unit segmented
contexts with LIWC features, is crucial to observing statis-
tically significant results, and was not found in any of the
identified prior art references. The closest references we could
identify [28]–[32] do not involve any form of multi-step
temporal segmenting and simply combines linguistic and facial
expression features.

Our major contributions include:
• Developing a framework for automatically identifying

conversation segments based on facial expression con-
texts, which affect language usage patterns in deceptive
communication.

• Uncovering evidence that in the context of highly intense
display of AU05 (Upper Lid Raise), fewer ‘Seeing’,
‘Perceptual’ and ‘Cognitive’ words are used by deceivers,
and their answers are shorter compared to truth-tellers.

II. DATASET

We use an interrogation game video dataset (N = 151
dyads) collected through the Automated Dyadic Data Recorder

TABLE I
‘RELEVANT QUESTIONS’ USED IN THE ADDR FRAMEWORK

What was your image?
Could you give me some more details about the image?
If there were something to count in the image, what
would it be and what would be the count?
Were there any other objects in the image?
What were the colors in the image?
Please tell me about the background in the image.
Where do you think the photograph was taken?
Were parts of the object in the image man-made?

(ADDR) framework [33]. This dataset involves paired crowd-
sourced participants playing a communication game, in which
one was assigned to be an interrogator and the other a witness.
At the beginning of the game, the witness was shown an
evidence (i.e., a photograph) and instructed randomly by
the ADDR system to be either truthful or deceptive about
describing the image. The interrogator was guided by the
system to ask the witness specific questions to determine
whether the witness was being truthful or not. The participants
thus took turns to speak during the conversation. They were
motivated by payments to follow their roles. The witness
received a bonus only if the interrogator believed him/her.

The interrogation game comprised of two main components:
(1) baseline questions and (2) relevant questions. The baseline
questions were used to gauge a witness’s behavior when
speaking about topics unrelated to the image. During the
relevant questioning, the interrogator was prompted by the
ADDR system to ask the witness a set of questions related
to the image, as shown in Table I. In this experiment, we only
use the relevant questions.

The data captured using this framework and interrogation
protocol include N = 151 dyads (Truth = 75, Lie = 76)
of video data (1.2 million frames). Each interaction was
approximately 5 minutes in duration and was recorded at 15
frames per second. In this analysis, we only use the video
frames involved with the witnesses. Participants (40% female)
included both Amazon Mechanical Turkers and University
students. We manually transcribed all the videos to perform
linguistic analysis. The total word count of all the transcripts
is around 42, 000.

III. RESEARCH QUESTION

Our research is focused on the following question: Does
looking into language patterns in light of facial expression
contexts reveal any meaningful insight in understanding de-
ceptive behavior?

IV. METHODS

This section is divided into three parts. First, we identify
linguistic and facial expression cues/features without consid-
ering any context, towards distinguishing truth-tellers from
deceivers. Second, we explain how our framework establishes
context and the features associated with the process. Finally,



TABLE II
EXAMPLES OF LIWC CATEGORIES

Category Examples
Perceptual Processes Observing, heard feeling.
Seeing View, Saw, Seen
Hear Listen, Hearing
Cognitive Processes Cause, know, ought
Causation Because, effect, hence
Inclusive And, with, include
Exclusive But, without, exclude

we describe the statistical methods that are used to differen-
tiate between deceivers and truth-tellers. The pipeline of the
framework is summarized in Figure 1.

A. Analyzing Deceptive Behavior Without Context

Keeping the notion of context aside, we first identify and
extract the verbal and non-verbal cues from the dataset, as
described below.

1) Identification of Key Linguistic Features: We analyze the
transcripts of only the witnesses, and refer to their responses as
‘turns’ or ‘answers’. We use the Linguistic Inquiry and Word
Count (LIWC) dictionary [22] to extract linguistic features
from the answers. The dictionary consists of around 4, 486
words, divided across 64 dimensions or contextual categories.
Many of these categories are strongly associated with psy-
chometric properties, such as positive and negative emotions,
cognitive and perceptual processes etc. LIWC also identifies
language composition categories including prepositions, pro-
nouns, articles, etc. Researchers have widely adopted LIWC
for analyzing human communication behavior towards under-
standing personality styles [23], social media behavior [24]
and deception [5], [25], [26]. This success is despite the fact
that the LIWC dictionary only consists of 4, 486 words/word
segments and that typical analysis only involves counting
words in the text that appear in the dictionary. Examples of
some LIWC category words are shown in Table II [22].

In each answer of the witnesses, we count the number of
spoken words associated with each LIWC category. Then we
take the average count per answer over the entire interrogation
game video. We use these average counts as linguistic features
to find key LIWC indicators for distinguishing deceptors from
truth-tellers.

2) Identification of Key Facial Action Unit Features: To
analyze the witness’s facial expressions, we use OpenFace, an
open source toolbox [34]. It gives the 2D and 3D coordinates
of 68 landmarks on the face, gaze direction, head pose and
facial Action Units (AU) based on the Facial Action Coding
System (FACS) [12]. The performance of OpenFace has been
benchmarked on manually coded public databases [34]. We
remove all frames where face tracking is not successful. In
addition, we only consider frames where tracking confidence
is over 90%. In this study, we use the intensity scores of the 17
AU features, which lie within a range of 0−5. The videos are
recorded at 15 frames per second. We take the average AUs
over all the answers in each video. These average AUs are

used in further significance tests to identify key AU features
for deception analysis.

B. Analyzing Deceptive Behavior With Facial Expression
Based Context

We use our framework to combine facial expression contexts
automatically with linguistic features. We extract the AUs and
LIWC category counts in a similar way as Sections IV-A1 and
IV-A2. In the sequel, we build on those objective measures.

1) Identify Video Regions Associated With High and Low
Intensities of Facial Action Units: We take the average of the
different AUs over all frames corresponding to each answer by
the witnesses. Then, for each AU, we calculate the median of
these average values over all the answers in the entire dataset.
We define an answer to have a ‘high intensity’ in an AU if the
average AU intensity in that answer is higher than the median
value. Otherwise, the answer has a ‘low intensity’ of that AU.
For example, in step 4 of Figure 1, we mark a couple of red
regions in the video with ‘*’ and ‘**’. During the answer
marked by ‘**’, the average of AU05 (Upper Lid Raiser) is
greater than the median value of average AU05’s computed
over the entire dataset. In other words, the witness expressed
a high intensity of AU05 in that answer. On the contrary, the
witness expressed a low intensity of AU05 (<median) in the
‘*’ marked answer. Our framework automatically labels all
the answers on whether they have high or low intensities of
different Action Units.

2) Extracting LIWC Features Based on Facial Action Unit
Context: For each answer, we count the number of words
corresponding to each LIWC category. Then, we consider the
answers corresponding to ‘high intensity’ of each AU consec-
utively, and take the averages for different LIWC category
counts in those answers. We repeat the same for the ‘low
intensity’ answers. For example, in step 4 of Figure 1, we find
all the answers associated with high (marked with **) and low
(marked with *) intensities of AU05. This is the context for this
AU. In step 5, we extract all the answers associated with these
marked regions. Then, we count the number of ‘Perceptual’
words present in those answers, as an example of a LIWC
feature. We then take the average of Perceptual word counts
for the answers corresponding to the ‘*’ and ‘**’ segments,
and use these values in the analyses that follow. We repeat
the same process for all the AUs, and in each of those, all
the LIWC features. Finally, significance tests are done on the
extracted features to identify differences between truth-tellers
and bluffers in both regions.

C. Statistical Methods

We use the Student’s unpaired t-test to analyze the
hypothesis–whether the extracted verbal and non-verbal fea-
tures are different for the deceivers and truth-tellers. The t-test
assumes that each of the distributions are normally distributed
which may or may not be the case. As a result, we also
use the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test (MWW) [35], which
does not make the normal distribution assumption. Cohen’s
d [36] is used to quantify the effect size, namely, the difference



Fig. 1. Pipeline of our framework. 1) An interrogator questions a witness following an interrogation protocol, and tries to figure out whether the witness
is being deceptive or not. 2) The video is recorded. 3) Facial Action Units are extracted from the video frames. 4) Video segments are identified where the
witness displays high intensities of Action Units. For example, an answer associated with a high intensity of AU05 (upper lid raiser) is marked with a ‘**’
in the figure, and the corresponding time-frames in red. Similarly, we marked a low intensity region with ‘*’. 5) The answers corresponding to the marked
regions are tracked. (6) All LIWC categories used in the answers are identified. For example, all highlighted words in step 5 are associated with the LIWC
category ‘Perceptual’. 7) Extracted LIWC patterns are analyzed for understanding deceptive behavior.

between the truth-tellers’ and bluffers’ feature scores in units
of estimated standard deviation. For each experiment, we test
the same hypothesis for all verbal and non-verbal features.
Bonferroni correction [37] is done to adjust the significance
values, as detailed in the Results section.

V. RESULTS

This section is organized into two main parts. In subsec-
tions V-A and V-B, we report the outcomes of the statistical
analyses without and with contexts, respectively.

A. Exploratory Study Without Considering Context

We find that without any context, the LIWC features on
their own can show statistical differences between truth-tellers
and bluffers. However, facial expression features alone cannot
result in such differences.

1) Results of Linguistic Feature Analysis: The results of the
statistical analyses of LIWC features are listed in Table III. We
only present the key LIWC categories that show statistically
significant differences between truth-tellers and bluffers after
Bonferroni correction (p < 0.05). Truth-tellers use more
‘Perceptual’, ‘Seeing’ and ‘Cognitive’ LIWC category words
compared to deceivers. The Cohen’s d values also indicate that
the standardized differences between the pairs of means are
notable (d > 0.62) and greater than the medium effect size
(0.5) [36]. From Table II, we can see that ‘Seeing’ is a sub-
category of the perceptual process [22]. In addition, we find
that, on average, the deceivers use less number of words per

TABLE III
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS RESULTS OF LIWC CATEGORIES BETWEEN

TRUTH-TELLERS AND BLUFFERS

Category Mean Mean t-test MWW Cohen’s d
Truth Bluff

Seeing 0.86 0.44 0.00018 0.00006 -0.65
Perceptual 1.11 0.57 0.00019 0.00010 -0.65
Cognitive 4.25 2.77 0.00027 0.00079 -0.63

answer than truthful people (p < 0.05, truth mean= 300.34
and bluff mean= 265.59).

2) Results of Facial Action Unit Analysis: We do not find
any statistically significant differences in facial AU features.
None of the video-wide average AU values can differentiate
the deceivers from the truth-tellers. This is intuitive, as a
summary metric (i.e., average) from all of the frames may
not always capture the fine-grained dynamics of the AUs in
the deceptive moments of interest.

B. Exploratory Study With Context

We find that analyzing linguistic differences in light of
facial AUs reveal significant distinctions between truth-tellers
and bluffers, occasionally with stronger signals than using
linguistic features alone.

1) Median Values for Facial Action Unit Context: We
explained in subsection IV-B1 how we calculate the median
intensity for each AU. These median values are listed in
Table IV. We use these values to label the answers to be of
high or low intensities of different AUs. For example, if an



TABLE IV
MEDIAN AU VALUES FOR DIFFERENT AUS

Action Units Median Action Units Median
1 0.21 14 0.54
2 0.38 15 0.08
4 0.17 17 0.44
5 0.04 20 0.07
6 0.38 23 0.09
7 0.64 25 0.82
9 0.08 26 0.55

10 0.60 45 0.28
12 0.54

TABLE V
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS RESULTS OF LIWC FEATURES BASED ON FACIAL

AU CONTEXTS; H=HIGH INTENSITY REGIONS, L=LOW INTENSITY
REGIONS, S=SEEING, P=PERCEPTUAL, C=COGNITIVE CATEGORIES

AU LIWC Mean Mean t-test MWW Cohen’s
Freq. Cat. Truth Bluff d

AU05-H S 0.97 0.49 2.46E-5 8.76E-6 -0.75
AU05-H P 1.30 0.66 5.99E-5 3.28E-5 -0.71
AU05-H C 4.94 3.01 4.20E-5 9.08E-5 -0.72
AU14-H P 1.11 0.38 0.0001 6.93E-5 -0.75
AU07-L S 0.91 0.40 6.49E-5 0.00015 -0.77
AU12-H C 4.52 2.49 0.0001 0.00011 -0.74

answer has an average AU05 value greater than or equal to
0.04, then we label that answer as a high intensity instance of
AU05.

2) Results of LIWC Pattern Analysis Based on Facial Action
Unit Context: As mentioned in section IV-B2, for each AU,
we look at both the high and low intensity answers. We
calculate the average LIWC category counts in those regions
and run statistical analyses to explore the differences between
truth-tellers and deceivers. The top statistically significant
results are listed in Table V (p < 0.05). The p-values for
the t-test and MWW test are shown in the table. When we
adjust these values by Bonferroni correction (17 action units
× 64 LIWC categories × 2 intensity regions), the MWW
test p-value for the ‘Seeing’ category during high intensity
regions of AU05 appears significant. The t-tests and MWW
tests for ‘Seeing’, ‘Perceptual’ and ‘Cognitive’ categories
miss Bonferroni corrected p < 0.05 significance by a small
margin in the high intensity AU05 regions. The effect size,
Cohen’s d, is also notable and close to the greater effect size
(d = 0.8) [36]. In all cases, the deceivers produce less Seeing,
Perceptual and Cognitive words, which is consistent with our
findings in section V-A1.

We saw earlier in Table III that the LIWC categories Seeing,
Perceptual and Cognitive can distinguish between truth-tellers
and bluffers significantly. However, if we split the answers
into two parts based on high and low intensity AU contexts,
in some cases the effect becomes stronger in either intensity
region and weaker in the other, and in some other cases they
show similar effects in both intensity regions. In Table V, we
see that the witnesses show stronger differences in their use of
Seeing, Perceptual and Cognitive words in the regions of high
intensity of AU05 than those seen in Table III. Whereas, their
counterpart low intensity regions of AU05 show no significant

TABLE VI
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS RESULTS OF LIWC FEATURES BASED ON FACIAL

AU CONTEXTS; H=HIGH INTENSITY REGIONS, L=LOW INTENSITY
REGIONS (COUNTERPART REGIONS TO TABLE V)

Partition Category Mean Mean t-test MWW Cohen
Truth Bluff d

AU05-L Seeing 0.75 0.45 0.09 0.48 -0.28
AU05-L Perceptual 0.89 0.52 0.05 0.49 -0.33
AU05-L Cognitive 3.27 2.55 0.12 0.10 -0.26
AU14-L Perceptual 0.88 0.62 0.03 0.03 -0.41
AU07-H Seeing 0.71 0.36 0.02 0.01 -0.48
AU12-L Cognitive 3.76 2.47 0.003 0.01 -0.54

Fig. 2. Comparison of Seeing category usage between high and low intensity
AU05 regions

difference at all, as reported in Table VI. Further, it can be
seen from Table VI that the counterpart regions of AU 14, 07
and 12 show significant differences between truth-tellers and
bluffers (without Bonferroni correction). Figure 2 illustrates
the comparison of Seeing category usage between high and
low intensity AU05 regions.

We also look at the number of words per answer by de-
ceivers and truth-tellers. The results are presented in Table VII.
Without taking into account the AU contexts, we can see
that the deceivers produce significantly shorter answers (first
row of Table VII; t-test p = 0.001, MWW p = 0.002 and
d = −0.55). Table VII also includes the average word count
per answer during the high and low intensity regions for the
key AU features reported in Table V. In all cases the truth-
tellers produce significantly more words than bluffers, with
the exception of low intensity regions of AU05 (p > 0.5).
However, only the high intensity regions of AU05 showed a
stronger p-value than that without context. Figure 3 further
illustrates the point.

VI. DISCUSSION

In Section V-A1, we found that the LIWC categories ‘See-
ing’, ‘Perceptual’ and ‘Cognitive’ can differentiate the truth-
tellers from bluffers significantly without any contextual cues
from AUs. These results corroborate findings in previous liter-
ature, where bluffers were shown to use fewer words associ-



TABLE VII
COMPARISON BETWEEN TRUTH-TELLERS AND DECEIVERS ON AVERAGE

NUMBER OF WORDS PER ANSWER; H=HIGH INTENSITY REGIONS, L=LOW
INTENSITY REGIONS

Partition Mean Mean t-test MWW Cohen
Truth Bluff d

Without context 27.95 19.77 0.001 0.002 -0.55
AU05 H 33.20 22.17 0.0003 0.0004 -0.63
AU05 L 20.67 17.61 0.25 0.25 -0.19
AU07-H 25.54 16.54 0.001 0.002 -0.65
AU07-L 27.87 18.27 0.003 0.01 -0.56
AU12-H 28.49 18.38 0.001 0.001 -0.60
AU12-L 24.75 18.10 0.01 0.03 -0.45
AU14-H 27.62 17.10 0.001 0.001 -0.63
AU14-L 23.63 19.60 0.12 0.11 -0.30

Fig. 3. Comparison of average number of words per answer between high
and low intensity AU05 regions

ated with the cognitive [6] and perceptual processes [38] com-
pared to truthful participants. The witnesses used perceptual
and cognitive words mostly to explain the given image during
interrogation. Fabricating a false story is a difficult task and
that can result in producing fewer words by the bluffers [39].
From our results, we also see that bluffers produced fewer
words than truth-tellers (Section V-B2). Specifically, bluffers
tend to avoid perceptual and cognitive words, which are keys
to describing an image.

Therefore, LIWC categories alone can distinguish truth-
tellers and bluffers well. Analyzing the LIWC categories on
top of facial AU-based contexts give further insights into such
distinguishing, towards answering our research question. We
find that when we split the answers based on high or low
AU intensities, in some cases the distinguishing significance
becomes stronger in either intensity region and weaker in
the other, while in some other cases both intensity regions
give similar significance in distinguishing truth-tellers from
bluffers. Interestingly, the average facial AUs alone did not
gave any meaningful difference, as described in Section V-A2.
This is also reasonable if one considers the micro-expression
theory by Paul Ekman [10]. Micro-expressions are naturally
very short in duration. Therefore, the information contained in
those short occurrences of AUs might get lost once averaged

over the entire video. Our framework automatically gives
attention to the important micro-expression AU moments to
set the contexts for linguistic analysis.

We found meaningful insights on linguistic patterns based
on AU05 context (upper lid raiser/eye open). The differences
in the usage of ‘Seeing’, ‘Perceptual’ and ‘Cognitive’ LIWC
categories are larger in significance when we isolate our
analyses to the high intensity regions of AU05, compared
to their context-agnostic counterparts. On the other hand, the
low intensity regions do not show any differences. This same
pattern is also observed in average word count per answer.
These effects are only visible when attention is given to the
important micro-expression AU segments by our framework.

Making eye contact or pretending to remember something
can be a difficult task for deceivers in fabricating their story.
For example, Vrij et al. [27] found that it is easier for
interrogators to distinguish between truth-tellers and deceivers
when eye contact is made. As a result, looking into the eyes
may hold a key to understanding the emotions a person is
going through.

We used the largest interrogation dataset that is publicly
available for our study. The limitation of this dataset is that
it consists of unsanctioned lies and that the stake is low.
The witnesses were not able to choose whether to tell the
truth or not. This decision was made randomly by the ADDR
framework. The participants did not get enough preparation
time to pre-script their answers. Therefore, deceptive behavior
in a sanctioned situation, where people have the choice of
telling the truth or lying, could potentially be different. There
is also no punishment for the participants if the interrogator
caught them lying. In real life scenarios, like border customs or
criminal interrogations, there is usually a price to pay for lying.
Lying in those scenarios will be more stressful. Deceptive
behavior patterns might be different in such higher-stake real
life scenarios. In the future, we wish to apply our framework
to compare sanctioned vs. unsanctioned lies, as well as well
high-stake vs. low stake lies, during deceptive communication.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a framework that automatically
establishes facial AU based contexts to enable subsequent
linguistic analysis. Our analyses showed that these contexts
are important to find new insights on deceptive behavior.
During a highly intense display of AU05 (upper lid raised/eyes
wide open), fewer words from the ‘Seeing’, ‘Perceptual’ and
‘Cognitive’ LIWC categories were used by the deceivers. In
addition, deceivers tend to provide shorter answers in those
AU regions compared to truth-tellers. On the contrary, these
differences are absent when we look into the low intensity
regions of AU05. The linguistic usage patterns were markedly
different based on the contexts of high vs low intensities
of facial expressions. Our framework can find these new
insights automatically, which helps in understanding deception
in multimodal communication.
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